We determine the strong total chromatic number of the complete h-uniform hypergraph Kh, and the complete h-partite hypergraph
Introduction and results
A hyperyraph is a pair (U, H), where ~ is a set of vertices, and H is a family of nonempty subsets of ~ called hyperedges, with (jEan E= Y~. We will usually refer to the hypergraph (~,H) simply as H. We are interested in the following types of hypergraph colouring.
• A weak vertex colourin9 is a mapping Cw : ~//~--* { 1, 2 ..... i} such that the vertices of each hyperedge, Of cardinality at least two, receive at least two colours.
• A stron9 vertex colourin9 is a mapping Cs:~/F-o{1,2 ...
.. j} such that if two vertices v, v'eE for some hyperedge E~H then Cs(v)~C,(v').
• A hyperedye colourin9 is a mapping Ce : H--.{ 1, 2 ....
. k} such that for E, E'eH, if E~E'¢O then Ce(E)¢Ce(E'). The least k for which such a mapping exist is the chromatic index Ze(H).
• A weak total colourin9 is a mapping C~'(Y'wH)~{1,2 ..... l} which induces a weak vertex colouring and a hyperedge colouring. Further, if v is in some hyperedge
E~ H then C'~(v)~ C'~(E). The least I for which such a mapping exists is the weak total chromatic number Z'~(H).
• A stron9 total colourin9 is a mapping CsT:(~wH)--*{I,2 ..... m} which induces a strong vertex colouring and a hyperedge colouring. Further, if v is in some hyperedge E then Cr(V)~Cr(E). The least m for which such a mapping exists is the strony total chromatic number zSx(H).
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• The degree dn(v) of a vertex v e ~ is ] {E e H: E ~ v} [. A hypergraph of maximum degree one is a matching. We will denote the maximum degree of all vertices of Y/" by A(H).
• For integers h, n with 1 ~< h ~< n the complete h-uniform hypergraph on n vertices K. h is the hypergraph on n vertices with hyperedges all subsets of the vertex set of cardinality h.
• We continue the investigation of hypergraph total colouring by determining the strong total chromatic number Z~r for these hypergraphs. If G is a hypergraph whose hyperedges are of cardinality at most two, i.e. a graph, then weak total colourings and strong total colourings of G both correspond to the classical notion of total colourings (see [2] ). For general hypergraphs strong total colourings have the attraction over the weak total colourings studied by Meyer that they are self-dual. Thus, a strong total colouring of hypergraph H gives us immediately a strong total colouring of the dual H* (see [3] ). Consequences of this self-duality are explored further in [4, 5] .
Our results are as follows.
Theorem

Let n, h be integers with 2 <% h <<. n. Then
if n ~ 0 (mod h). We compare these results with those of [6] .
Theorem 3 (Meyer [6] ). Let n, h be integers with 2 <% h <% n. Then
Thus for n ~0(mod h) we strengthen Meyer's result. For n =0(mod h) our proof technique can be used to simplify the proof of Meyer's result.
Theorem 4 (Meyer [6] Again a small modification of our proof yields a new proof of Meyer's result.
The value of Z~r(K~)
Throughout this section let n, h be integers with 2 ~< h ~< n. We will need the following lemma of Baranyai.
Lemma 1 (Baranyai [1] Proof. Let n=kh. Every pair of vertices of K h is contained in some hyperedge, so n distinct colours are required to colour the vertices. Each of these n colours can be used to colour at most (k-1) hyperedges. Suppose that we have a strong total colouring of Kh. using Z colours. Then, since each of the (~,) hyperedges must be coloured,
Lemma 3. If n-0 (rood h) then s a ,-1 ZT(Kn)~(h-1)+h.
Proof. We will use Baranyai's lemma. Let n = kh. Let A be the 2 x ((7,--~)+ h)matrix
where the first column occurs n times, so the row sums are n and (~,). Then Baranyai's lemma tells us that there is a hyperedge colouring of the hypergraph, 
zT(K.)=zo(Kh.)=F ("h)/L n/ h J 7.
Proof. Let k =Ln/hJ and let q =F ("h)/kT" The theorem follows from Baranyai's lemma by letting A be the 2 x q matrix
where the first column occurs n times. As in Lemma 3 this gives us a strong total colouring of K~ using q colours. Now note that h s h
q<.zo(K,)<~zx(K,).<q. []
Lemmas 2-4 complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
The value of s h
. 0) if x+na-O(modnj).
Here the (j-1)th entry of each bracket is underlined.
We show that this is a strong total colouring of K h . Thus C is a strong total colouring of K, h .......... , using n2n3 ...nh+k colours.
Lemmas 5 and 6 complete the proof of Theorem 2.
